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Outline

• Introduction

• The Feynman-Vernon approach

• Josephson qubits

• Quantum stochastic trajectories 
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The quantum to classical transition

Understanding the crossover from quantum to classical behavior.

W. Zurek, Physics Today 44 (1991) 36.
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Quantum interferences

Quantum interferences as the essence of quantum strangeness

Quantum interferences with single particles also 
observed with:

Electrons: Tonomura et al, Am. J. Phys. 57 (1987), 
117.

Photons: R. Austin and L. Page, Princeton 
University.

Neutral atoms: Shimizu et al, Phys. Rev. A 46 
(1992) R17.

Large molecules (C60): Zeilinger group.

Introduction
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Quantum interferences

Quantum interferences as the essence of quantum strangeness

Quantum interferences with single particles also 
observed with:

Electrons: Tonomura et al, Am. J. Phys. 57 (1987), 
117.

Photons: R. Austin and L. Page, Princeton 
University.

Neutral atoms: Shimizu et al, Phys. Rev. A 46 
(1992) R17.

Large molecules (C60): Zeilinger group.

What prevents the observation of quantum interferences for large or 
complex objects ?

Introduction
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complementarity

Feynman: interferences disappear when one is able to detect the 
path of the particles. 
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Which path detection à la Bohr

Measuring the recoil momentum of the 
slit provides a which path detection.

Not easy to implement in a real 
experiment.

Introduction
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complementarity

Feynman: interferences disappear when one is able to detect the 
path of the particles. 
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Which path detection à la Bohr

Measuring the recoil momentum of the 
slit provides a which path detection.

Not easy to implement in a real 
experiment.

Complementarity: the knowledge of trajectories destroys quantum 
interferences.

Manifestation of decoherence: destruction of quantum superpositions.

Introduction
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Mach-Zender interferometer using a 
mesoscopic field as a quantum beam-
splitter

Bertet et al, Nature 411 (2001) 166.

A recent complementarity experiment:
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Low number of photons 
⇒ Quantum beam splitter 
⇔ Efficient path detection
⇒ No interferences

Large number of photons 
⇒ Classical beam splitter 
⇔ Inefficient path detection
⇒ Interferences

Introduction
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• Introduction

• The Feynman-Vernon approach

• Josephson Qubits

• Quantum stochastic trajectories 
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Another look at quantum mechanics...

The Feynman-Vernon approach



!qf |U [ti, tf ]|qi" =
!

q(ti)=qi
q(tf )=qf

eiS[q(t)] D[q(t)]

!!f |U [ti, tf ]|!i" =
!

!i(q(ti))!!
f (q(tf ))eiS[q(t)] D[q(t)]

!qf |U [ti, tf ]|qi" =
! N"

j=0

!qj+1|U [tj , tj+1]|qj" dq1 . . . dqN

q0 = qi qN+1 = qf
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Path integrals

Quantum amplitudes for an isolated system

Action of the system

Transition between two states

Idea: cut the interval in small pieces

The Feynman-Vernon approach



J(t) + i

!
!S

!q(t)

" #
!

!J(t)

$
Z[J ] = 0

ZQ[J(t)] =
!

B.C.
e!

1
2

R
q(t)Q(t,s)q(s) dtdse

R
J(t)q(t) dtD[q(t)]

ZQ[J(t)] = ZQ[0] exp
!

1
2

"
J(t)Q!1(t, s)J(s) dtds

#
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Path integrals

Are path integrals «black magic» ?
A lot of work is needed to define them rigorously...
Should be seen as a tool to infer properties of the amplitudes!

Gaussian integrals are easy to compute!

Z[J ] =
!

eiS[q(t)] e
R

J(t)q(t) dtD[q(t)]Define:

q(t) !" q(t) + !q(t) !q(t)Translate: and keep 1st order in to get

Dyson-Schwinger equation

The Feynman-Vernon approach



!qf |!(tf )|q!f " =
!

e
i
! (S[q+(t)]"S[q!(t)])!q+(ti)|!(ti)|q"(ti)"D[q+(t), q"(t)]

qf = q+(tf ) q!f = q"(tf )
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Path integrals

Time evolution of the density operator

where

qf
q!
f

q+(t) q!(t)

!(ti)!(tf )qf q!
f =

The Feynman-Vernon approach
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The Feynman - Vernon approach

Environment System

Stot = SS [q]+SE [x]+Sint[q,x]

Modelisation

System and environment are interacting.

The Feynman-Fernon approach
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Stot = SS [q]+SE [x]+Sint[q,x]

Modelisation

System and environment are interacting.

System
Effective dynamics for the system

Doing the integral over the environmental 
degrees of freedom leads to:

The Feynman-Fernon approach
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The Feynman - Vernon approach

Environment System

Stot = SS [q]+SE [x]+Sint[q,x]

Modelisation

System and environment are interacting.

System
Effective dynamics for the system

Doing the integral over the environmental 
degrees of freedom leads to:

!q f | ρ̂S(t f ) |q"f # =
Z
e
i
h̄(SS [q+(t)]$SS [q$(t)])!q+(ti)| ρ̂S(ti) |q$(ti)#F [q+,q$]D[q+,q$]

Feynman & Vernon, Annals of Physics 24 (1963) 118.

The Feynman-Fernon approach



F [q+, q!]" = F [q!, q+]

                     is the contrast attenuation and phase shift between 
trajectories       and      due to the environment.
F [q+, q!]

q+ q!

F [q+, q!] = Tr
!
UE [q+] !E(ti) UE [q!]†

"

q+(t)
E
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The Feynman - Vernon approach

The influence functional

F [q+, q!]When two paths coincide after some time,                      only 
depends on the part where they differ.

Properties

Initial state of the environmentEvolution operator for 
in the presence of 

The Feynman-Vernon approach



F [q+, q!] = exp (Q[q+, q!] + L[q+, q!])
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Known influence functionals

The Gaussian case

Original example considered by Feynman & Vernon.

Describes the influence of the linear coupling to a bath of harmonic 
oscillators originally prepared at thermal equibrium or in any other 
Gaussian mixture of coherent states.

The only case where properties really constraint its expression.

Expression

Linear partQuadratic part

The Feynman-Vernon approach



F [q+, q!] = exp (Q[q+, q!] + L[q+, q!])
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Known influence functionals

The Gaussian case

Original example considered by Feynman & Vernon.

Describes the influence of the linear coupling to a bath of harmonic 
oscillators originally prepared at thermal equibrium or in any other 
Gaussian mixture of coherent states.

The only case where properties really constraint its expression.

Expression

Linear partQuadratic part

The Feynman-Vernon approach



L[q+, q!] =
i

!

! tf

ti

F (t)(q+(t)! q!(t)) dt
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The Gaussian influence functional

Linear part: describes the effect of the linear force excerced by the 
bath on the system

Quadratic part: describes dynamical and stochastic effects of the 
environment 

Q [q+, q!] = ! 1
2!

! tf

ti

dt

! t

ti

(q+ ! q!)(t) (A(t, s)q+(s)!A"(t, s)q!(s)) ds

A(t, s) = !(t, s)! i"(t, s)

Decoherence (dynamical & stochastic) Friction (dynamical)

The Feynman-Vernon approach



! 1
2!

! tf

ti

dt

! t

ti

(q+ ! q!)(t)!(t, s)(q+ ! q!)(s) ds

!

!!(t)
=

1
2

!
!

!q+(t)
! !

!q!(t)

"

!(t) = (q+ ! q!)(t)

q̄(t) = (q+ + q!)(t)/2

m
d2q̄(t)
dt2

=
! t

ti

!(t, s) q̄(s) ds + potential contribs

! i

2!

! tf

ti

dt

! t

ti

(q+ ! q!)(t)!(t, s)(q+ + q!)(s) ds
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The Gaussian influence functional

Decoherence part (also called « noise » part)

Friction part

Stationary phase with respect to 

The Feynman-Vernon approach



!R(t)"q̄(t) = F (t) +
! t

ti

!(t, s)q̄(s) ds

Sint[q, x] =
! tf

ti

q(t)Rx(t) dt

SR(t, t!) = Tr(R(t) R(t!) !E)

!!1SR(t, t") = A(t, t")

!

SR(!)
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The Gaussian influence functional

Linear response

Response of the environment to the
classical force exerced by the system 
on it

SusceptibilitySpontaneous 
average

(can be eliminated)

Quantum noise of the bath

Fixed ordering of operators!

Emission noise Absorbtion noise

Define

The Feynman-Vernon approach



SR(!!)

SR(+!)SR(!!) = SR(!) e!!!/kBT
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The Gaussian influence functional

!(t, s) =
! +!

0
J (") coth

"
!"

2kBT

#
cos ("(t! s)) d"

!(t, s) =
! +!

0
J (") sin ("(t! s)) d"

Equilibrium bath

Fluctuation/dissipation theorem!

Spectral density of the bath: intensity of the coupling at a given frequency.

Detailed balance at equilibrium

E

The Feynman-Vernon approach
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Josephson qubits

Josephson junctions are elementary building 
blocks

θ2Phase

θ1Phase

Insulating barrier

Coherent tunneling of Cooper pairs 
through a thin insulating barrier.

EJ
2

(eiθ1e!iθ2 + eiθ1e!iθ2) = EJ cos(θ2!θ1)

Effective Hamiltonian:

d
dt

(θ2!θ1) =
2eV
h̄

I(θ1,θ2) = Ic sin(θ2!θ1)Global superconducting state with 
zero voltage supercurrent

Oscillating current at non zero 
voltage

Physical consequences

Josephson qubits
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The Cooper pair box
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Josephson effect:
Amplitude

Ec = e2/2(CJ +Cg)
Coulomb blockade: 
Typical energy scale

States of a superconducting island

kBT ! ΔBCSConditions:

Tends to fix the phase of the island: phase qubits.

Tends to fix the charge in order to minimize 
the Coulomb energy: charge qubits.
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Coupled qubits and the double Kondo model The Josephson charge qubit

Josephson qubits in the charge regime

The Cooper pair box, an e!ective two-level system:

C

V

CJ

g

g

J
E

g

!x

Q=2ne

C
J

Cg
V

gn
n=2n=1n=0

!

0 1/2 3/2

E

• Josephson e!ect: |q! " |q # 2e!,
typical energy EJ .

• Electrostatic energy: typical energy
Ec = e2/2(Cg + CJ).

He! = #(Bx !x + Bz !z)/2

Bx = EJ and Bz = 4Ec(1 # 2ng)
where ng = CgVg/2e.

Necessary conditions : kBT $ "BCS and Ec % EJ .
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The Cooper pair box

|q! "# |q±2e!
EJ

Josepshon effect:
Amplitude

Ec = e2/2(CJ +Cg)
Coulomb blockade: 
Typical energy scale

An artificial two level system based on charge degrees of freedom

Conditions:

Josephson qubits
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Environment of a Cooper pair box

Coupling to voltage fluctuations: Θ

x

z

y

What are the noise sources ?
(1) Johnson-Nyquist noise generated by 
the external circuitry. 

Known to be Gaussian!

(2) Low frequency noise generated by 
background charges...

Not necessarily Gaussian!

B2 = B2x +B2z

CJ

Cg

!Vg(t)

Josephson qubits
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Zt(!)!1 = Z(!)!1 ! i
CJCg!

CJ + Cg

!Vg(t)

S(sym)
!Vg

(!) = !!!(Zt(!)) coth
!

!!

2kBT

"

Hint =
2e Cg

Cg + CJ
n(t) !Vg(t)

SV (!) = !!
C2

g

(Cg + CJ)2
!(Zt(!))
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Environment of a Cooper pair box

(1) Johnson-Nyquist noise generated by 
the external circuitry. 

Use fluctuation/dissipation theorem to 
replace the actual circuit by an harmonic 
bath characterized by the external 
impedence Z(ω)

CJ

Cg

Using

H =!B
2
ρz+ e!V (cos(θ)ρz! sin(θ)ρx)

one gets:

Josephson qubits
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Environment of a Cooper pair box

(2) Low frequency noise generated by the 
background charges. 

Structural defects in the material result in background 
charge fluctuations coming from either the substrate or 
the amorphous SiO2 in Josephson junctions.

Leads to 1/f noise. Observed in many solid state devices. 
No universal theory: only phenomenological approaches.

Martinis et al, Appl. Phys. 
Lett. 61 (1992) 237.

2

in a shadow mask process [14]. In contrast to conven-
tional SETs, which are limited by the large shunting
capacitance of the wiring, the rf-SET makes use of an
impedance matching LC network to transform the SET
resistance towards the 50! characteristic impedance of
a transmission line. In this mode rf-SETs have demon-
strated bandwidths greater than 100MHz by mapping
changes in resistance to the amount of reflected rf power
from the LCR network. The sensitivity of the rf-SET
used in the experiments reported here (in the absence of
telegraph noise) is !q ! 8µe/

"

Hz at 1.1MHz (the details
of our rf-setup can be found in [15]).

As indicated by the white circles in Fig.1a, we identify
several key locations within this device structure that
are likely to harbor charge traps. With the exception of
deep substrate traps, we believe that most trapping sites
are located at the interface regions where the amorphous
oxide forms bonds with either the silicon [16] (below the
SET) or aluminum (in the SET tunnel barriers) [17].

Turning now to our results, Figs.1b-d show the re-
sponse of the rf-SET as a function of time on several dif-
ferent time-scales. Each trace is taken in succession, with
some adjustment in o"set charge between each trace. The
data exhibits discontinuous switching of the rf-SET out-
put signal corresponding to changes in induced charge
on the SET island of order #q !0.1e, with the exception
of Fig.1c which is of order #q ! 0.2e. This telegraph
noise is associated with charge capture and release events
from traps in the surrounding material that are strongly
coupled to the SET. We see RTSs on all time-scales ob-
servable within the bandwidth of our detector (!10MHz
in this case). As is evident by comparing data taken on
di"erent time-scales (e.g. Fig1.b & c), the detector band-
width is crucial in quantifying the amplitude of charge
noise in these devices. In this way fast telegraph signals,
such as those shown in Fig1.d would remain undetected
by conventional dc SETs.

In order to study how the magnitude and switching
time of the telegraph signals depends on the local elec-
trostatic potential, we make use of the large bandwidth of
the rf-SET to quickly vary the bias potential and search
for bias configurations that activate trap switching. Our
characterization technique is outlined as follows. Firstly,
biases applied to two surface gates define the local po-
tential. Secondly, at each gate bias the response of the
rf-SET is monitored for 2.0 ms with a resolution of 200ns
and the average, variance, signal histogram and trap cap-
ture time are computed from the time-domain data. This
procedure is repeated to cover a wide range of gate bias
over which the degree of charge noise may be mapped.
Fig.2a is an intensity plot of the variance of each 2ms
time-domain trace as a function of the two gate biases,
taken on a di"erent device to the data shown in Fig.1.
The variance of the data (represented as an intensity) is
a measure of the degree of telegraph noise present dur-
ing the measurement time. The intensity plot reveals a
distinct zone, mutually defined by each gate bias, where
strong telegraph noise is evident (contoured region mov-

FIG. 2: Mapping the dependence of telegraph noise on gate
bias. At each gate bias configuration, data is taken for 2.0ms.
a) Intensity plot showing the variance of each trace as a func-
tion of the gate bias. Note the zone moving diagonally across
the plot that primarily corresponds to the switching of a two
level fluctuator. b) Data taken at the point indicated by the
star in a). Dashed lines indicate the dynamic range of the
SET. c) Shows signal histograms corresponding to the two
states of a two-level trap. d) Shows the trap capture and
emission time histograms. For the case shown, equal time is
spent in both the up (triangles) and down (circles) states with
a characteristic decay time of 3.4µs.

ing diagonally across the plot). In addition, the variation
in sensitivity of the rf-SET can be seen as light regions
also moving diagonally across the plot and correspond-
ing to the edges of the Coulomb blockade oscillations.
Although fast feedback techniques [18] can be used to
eliminate such variations in sensitivity by maintaining a
constant potential at the SET, we refrain from using such
methods in order to study how telegraph noise is a"ected
by changes in the potential near the SET.

Figs.2b-d are examples of the information that can be
extracted at each point in the intensity plot. Fig.3b is a
100µs long segment of the 2ms time-domain data taken at
the bias point indicated by the star in Fig.2a. The data
shows telegraph switching between two trapping sites on

Buehler et al, J. Appl. Phys. 
96 (2004) 6827.

Telegraphic signal

Many weakly coupled fluctuators: effective Gaussian noise with 1/f power spectrum.
Strongly coupled fluctuators: non Gaussian noise!

Josephson qubits
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Relaxation

H =!B
2
ρz+ e!V (cos(θ)ρz! sin(θ)ρx)

Coupling to voltage fluctuations: Θ

x

z

yRelaxation: transitions between the
eigenstates of the system

Relaxation invoves energy exchange!

Fermi golden rule calculations (second order perturbation in the
Feynman-Vernon approach):

Relaxation can be used to probe quantum noise!

Josephson qubits
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Pure dephasing

H =!B
2
ρz+ e!V (cos(θ)ρz! sin(θ)ρx)

Coupling to voltage fluctuations: Θ

x

z

yPure dephasing: decay of coherences 
without population change!

No energy exchange in pure dephasing!

Pure dephasing probes the whole quantum noise spectrum! 
But at long times, the low frequency part matters!

!!|"(t)|!!" = !!|"(0)|!!" e"i(!!"!!
!)t F [q+(t) = !, q"(t) = !!]

Josephson qubits
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Pure dephasing and low frequency noise

There are problems even at weak coupling:

Γdecoh =
Γrelax
2

+
e2 cos2 (θ)

h̄2
SV(0)Perturbation theory is not valid !

Low frequency noise

h̄ΔE = Bx+
e2V 2

2Bx

x

z

y

Transverse noise contributes to pure 
dephasing at higher orders.
e2V 2

2Bx
can lead to non trivial dephasing.

Josephson qubits
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Pure dephasing and low frequency noise

There are problems even at weak coupling:

Γdecoh =
Γrelax
2

+
e2 cos2 (θ)

h̄2
SV(0)Perturbation theory is not valid !

Low frequency noise

h̄ΔE = Bx+
e2V 2

2Bx

x

z

y

Transverse noise contributes to pure 
dephasing at higher orders.
e2V 2

2Bx
can lead to non trivial dephasing.
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Pure dephasing and low frequency noise

There are problems even at weak coupling:

Γdecoh =
Γrelax
2

+
e2 cos2 (θ)

h̄2
SV(0)Perturbation theory is not valid !

Low frequency noise

h̄ΔE = Bx+
e2V 2

2Bx

x

z

y

Transverse noise contributes to pure 
dephasing at higher orders.
e2V 2

2Bx
can lead to non trivial dephasing.

What happens in the general situation ?

Josephson qubits
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Gaussian noise and beyond...

A lot of litterature to go beyond this short introduction....

Decoherence by a single strongly coupled bistable fluctuator
E. Paladino et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 88, 228304 (2002)

In depth study of decoherence induced by 1/f noise using mainly a gaussian noise 
approach (but not only)...

G. Ithier et al, Phys. Rev. B. 72, 134519 (2005)

Derivation of results valid beyond the Golden Rule approximation for relaxation: this 
is necessary to describe the effect of 1/f noise properly: discusses the effect of higher 
orders in perturbation theory (transverse low freq. noise contributes to dephasing)!

Yu. Makhlin, G. Schön and A. Shnirman, J. Chem. Phys. 296, 315 (2004)

Decoherence when the coupling to the environment is quadratic (relevant at special 
operating points of some qubits).

Yu. Makhlin and A. Shnirman, Phys. Rev. Lett. 92, 178301 (2004)
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Relaxation as a probe of the noise

!E ! EJ, Eq. (2) can be rewritten in the form "1 "
!SU#! " U= #h$#EJ=U$2=#2 #h2$. The experimentally mea-
sured "1 at !E=h % 100 GHz (open circles in Fig. 3) has
clear E2

J dependence (dashed curve). This confirms the
dominant contribution of charge fluctuations. Moreover,
it indicates that this relaxation process is Cooper-pair
tunneling rather than sequential tunneling of two quasi-
particles. At the degeneracy point, "1 % !SU#! %
EJ= #h$=2 #h2 (open triangles in Fig. 3) directly reproduces
frequency dependence of SU#!$.

It is known that one of the main low-frequency noises in
nanoscale charge devices is the 1=f noise produced by a
bath of charge fluctuators. The spectral density of the
charge fluctuations defined for negative and positive fre-
quencies is given by

Sq#!$ % "
2j!j : (3)

The parameter " has been found in a number of experi-
ments to be typically of order of #10&3e$2 [11,19–21]. It
was also shown in charge echo experiments that the 1=f
noise reasonably explains dephasing of the charge qubit
[11].

Under an assumption of the Gaussian noise produced by
many fluctuators weakly coupled to the qubit, the coherent
oscillations dephase as exp'&’#t$(, as the random phase

’#t$ " cos2#
#h2

Z 1

!0

SU#!$
!
2 sin#!t=2$

!

"
2
d! (4)

is accumulated from the low-frequency component of
SU#!$ (j!j ) 2!=t), where SU#!$ % #4EC=e$2Sq#!$.
The phase decoherence time T2 % "&1

2 is defined as
’#T2$ % 1. From the experimentally observed decay of
coherent oscillations, "2 is obtained for various q in sample
I [Fig. 2(a)]. Assuming the 1=f noise spectrum of Eq. (3),
we obtain the parameter " % '$ #he"2=#Ec cos#$(2 "
#1:3* 10&3e$2, where $ is a numeric coefficient weakly
dependent on the lower cutoff frequency !0 [22].

Figure 4(a) summarizes reduced noise spectra SU= #h2 %
2"1=#!sin2#$ derived from "1 measurements. SU= #h2 de-
rived from "1 & q dependences in sample I is plotted by
closed circles, while SU= #h2 for sample II with different EJ
is plotted by open circles. In addition, SU= #h2 % 2"1=!
measured at the degeneracy point of sample II is plotted by
open triangles. We also show SU= #h2 for the 1=f noise
[Eq. (3)] with " % #1:3* 10&3e$2 by the dashed line.
The data exhibits rise with increasing !. The dash-dotted
line exemplifies linear dependence (as in the case of Ohmic
environment), which we present in the form of
#4e2=!$R #h!= #h2 with R % 6 $. The actual rise of the
experimental data is not monotonic but has some reso-
nancelike peaks, for instance, at 7 and 30 GHz. This
probably reflects coupling to some resonances, which can
be other microscopic coherent two-level systems or geo-
metrical resonances in the device. The crossover frequency

of the 1=f and f curves is !c % 2!* 2:6 GHz, which
formally corresponds to the temperature Tc % #h!c=k %
120 mK.

We argue that in our device, the relaxation cannot be
explained by coupling to electromagnetic environment
through electrical leads of the gates and the readout circuit.
The fact that the qubit relaxation is much stronger than
excitation indicates that the relaxation is induced neither
by radiation from hot environment nor by power dissipated
in the measurement SET. For spontaneous emission to the
environment, the lead impedance needed to explain "1 is
estimated. The control-gate-to-box capacitance Ccg %
1 aF gives coupling strength %g % Ccg=Cb " 2* 10&3.
Other leads have direct capacitances to the box smaller
than 0.3 aF. Even for the indirect coupling to the box
through the trap, the strongest coupling factor is %g "
CrgCbt=CbCt " 5* 10&3 to the readout gate (readout-
gate-to-trap capacitance Crg " 10 aF). The lead imped-
ance required to explain "1 is R=%2

g + 105 $ and much
higher than the typical value of +100 $. Also, "1 cannot
be explained by absorption on the SET. To check experi-
mentally the effect of the SET noise, we compare in
Fig. 2(a) "1 obtained with SET biased at the JQP peak
(closed circles) and in the blockade regime (open squares;
SET current switches on only when charge is trapped).
Independence of "1 of bias conditions proves that the SET
noise is not dominant in the qubit relaxation.

The observed E2
J dependence shows that the dominant

noise is coupled to the charge degree of freedom. However,
with the discussions in the previous paragraph, we exclude
a possible contribution of the coupling to the electromag-
netic environment through the leads. On the other hand,
dephasing of our qubit is well explained by the 1=f noise
produced by charge fluctuators. In standard models of the
1=f noise, the fluctuators are characterized by activation
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FIG. 4. (a) Noise SU= #h2 derived from "1 & q dependences of
the sample I (closed circles) and sample II (open circles). Open
triangles show "1 dependences of sample II at the degeneracy
point. A dash-dotted line represents a linear rise #4e2=!$R #h!= #h2

(f noise) with R % 6 $. A dashed line is the 1=f noise from
Eq. (3) with " " #1:3* 10&3e$2 derived from "2 measurements.
(b) A schematic representation of the classical SCU#!$ and
quantum SQU#!$ noise behavior. At frequencies !< kT= #h,
SQU#!$ " SCU#!$ and behaves like a 1=f noise. At frequencies
j!j> kT= #h, SQU#!$> SCU#!$ and the quantum noise is propor-
tional to !.
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Experimental study of charge qubit relaxation and dephasing

Quantum Noise in the Josephson Charge Qubit
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We study decoherence of the Josephson charge qubit by measuring energy relaxation and dephasing
with help of the single-shot readout. We found that the dominant energy relaxation process is a
spontaneous emission induced by quantum noise coupled to the charge degree of freedom. Spectral
density of the noise at high frequencies is roughly proportional to the qubit excitation energy.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.93.267007 PACS numbers: 74.50.+r, 03.65.Yz, 03.67.Pp, 85.25.Cp

Artificial two-level systems attract interest of research-
ers because such systems are believed to be used as quan-
tum bits (qubits)—basic elements for quantum computers.
Recently much progress has been achieved in experiments
on the Josephson qubits [1–8]. All these experiments have
shown that qubits are affected by decoherence which be-
comes a key issue of research.

Decoherence of small Josephson circuits has been
studied in a number of theoretical papers (see, for example,
Refs. [9,10]). Recently, decoherence of Josephson charge
qubits has been investigated experimentally for some spe-
cial cases. For instance, in charge echo experiments, de-
phasing of the Josephson charge qubit has been
characterized under a bias condition far from the charge
degeneracy point [11]. Also, relaxation rate of charge
qubits off the degeneracy point has been measured
[6,12]. Dephasing and energy relaxation were studied in
a qubit with the charging-to-Josephson-energy ratio about
unity, for which charge noise may also be important [2,13].
However, to understand the origin of the decoherence, a
systematic study of the qubits is of great importance.

In this work, we measure and analyze the qubit energy
relaxation rate in a wide range of parameters. In other
words, we use the qubit as a spectrum analyzer to study
the noise of the environment [14,15]. We found that the
quantum noise is an asymmetric charge noise, which
causes energy relaxation with approximately linear fre-
quency dependence (f noise). We also measure dephasing
rate of the qubit and found that it is consistent with an
assumption that it is caused by the 1=f noise.

The device schematically shown in Fig. 1(a) (identical to
that described in Ref. [16]) consists of a qubit and a readout
part. The qubit is a Cooper-pair box [1] (an island with area
of 40! 800 nm2) connected to a reservoir through a tunnel
junction of SQUID geometry with Josephson energy EJ
controlled by external magnetic field. The readout part
contains a charge trap island and an electrometer—a single
electron transistor (SET). The trap is connected to the box
through a highly resistive tunnel junction. To measure the
box charge state, the trap is biased by a readout pulse
applied to the readout gate, so that if the box is in the

excited state, an extra Cooper-pair charge tunnels into the
trap in a sequential two-quasiparticle process and then
detected by the SET. Note that the quantum states are not
much decohered by the measurement circuit until the read-
out pulse is applied, as the SET is effectively decoupled
from the qubit by serial capacitive dividers. Mutual and
self-capacitances of the islands are designated by Cij and
Ci, where i and j are characters b, t, and s, denoting the
box, trap, and SET islands, respectively. We have measured
values of these capacitances (Cb " 600 aF, Ct " Cs "
1000 aF, Cbt " 30 aF, Cst " 100 aF) and also gate ca-
pacitances to their nearest islands. Other stray capacitances
between the box and remote elements [between the box
and each existing lead including the SET island and the
ones not drawn in Fig. 1(a)] are calculated to be less than
0.3 aF. Electric field of those elements is strongly screened
by the 100 nm thick Au ground plane beneath the 400 nm
thick Si3N4 insulating layer. The box charging energy is
EC " e2=2Cb # 130 ! eV (EC=h # 32 GHz). The reser-
voir is a big island galvanically isolated from electrical
leads and has capacitance of about 0.1 nF to the ground
plane. The SET with 200-k! junction resistances is usually
biased at the Josephson quasiparticle cycle peak [17] with
the maximum current of about 100 pA.

In the charge basis j0i and j1i (without and with an extra
Cooper pair in the box), the Hamiltonian of the box can be
written as
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readout pulse
ta
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic device representation. (b) State manipu-
lation diagram for measurements of the qubit relaxation rate. The
inset shows operation pulse sequence.
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Real time dynamics of a 
Josephson charge qubit

Temperature dependence: the low freq. part behaves as         T 2/!

Microscopic mechanism: trapping of charge by Kondo impurities within oxyde barriers

 L. Faoro and L. Ioffe, Phys. Rev. Lett. 96, 047001 (2006) 
 A. Shnirman et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 94, 127002 (2005) 
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Relaxation as a probe of the noise

!E ! EJ, Eq. (2) can be rewritten in the form "1 "
!SU#! " U= #h$#EJ=U$2=#2 #h2$. The experimentally mea-
sured "1 at !E=h % 100 GHz (open circles in Fig. 3) has
clear E2

J dependence (dashed curve). This confirms the
dominant contribution of charge fluctuations. Moreover,
it indicates that this relaxation process is Cooper-pair
tunneling rather than sequential tunneling of two quasi-
particles. At the degeneracy point, "1 % !SU#! %
EJ= #h$=2 #h2 (open triangles in Fig. 3) directly reproduces
frequency dependence of SU#!$.

It is known that one of the main low-frequency noises in
nanoscale charge devices is the 1=f noise produced by a
bath of charge fluctuators. The spectral density of the
charge fluctuations defined for negative and positive fre-
quencies is given by

Sq#!$ % "
2j!j : (3)

The parameter " has been found in a number of experi-
ments to be typically of order of #10&3e$2 [11,19–21]. It
was also shown in charge echo experiments that the 1=f
noise reasonably explains dephasing of the charge qubit
[11].

Under an assumption of the Gaussian noise produced by
many fluctuators weakly coupled to the qubit, the coherent
oscillations dephase as exp'&’#t$(, as the random phase

’#t$ " cos2#
#h2

Z 1

!0

SU#!$
!
2 sin#!t=2$

!

"
2
d! (4)

is accumulated from the low-frequency component of
SU#!$ (j!j ) 2!=t), where SU#!$ % #4EC=e$2Sq#!$.
The phase decoherence time T2 % "&1

2 is defined as
’#T2$ % 1. From the experimentally observed decay of
coherent oscillations, "2 is obtained for various q in sample
I [Fig. 2(a)]. Assuming the 1=f noise spectrum of Eq. (3),
we obtain the parameter " % '$ #he"2=#Ec cos#$(2 "
#1:3* 10&3e$2, where $ is a numeric coefficient weakly
dependent on the lower cutoff frequency !0 [22].

Figure 4(a) summarizes reduced noise spectra SU= #h2 %
2"1=#!sin2#$ derived from "1 measurements. SU= #h2 de-
rived from "1 & q dependences in sample I is plotted by
closed circles, while SU= #h2 for sample II with different EJ
is plotted by open circles. In addition, SU= #h2 % 2"1=!
measured at the degeneracy point of sample II is plotted by
open triangles. We also show SU= #h2 for the 1=f noise
[Eq. (3)] with " % #1:3* 10&3e$2 by the dashed line.
The data exhibits rise with increasing !. The dash-dotted
line exemplifies linear dependence (as in the case of Ohmic
environment), which we present in the form of
#4e2=!$R #h!= #h2 with R % 6 $. The actual rise of the
experimental data is not monotonic but has some reso-
nancelike peaks, for instance, at 7 and 30 GHz. This
probably reflects coupling to some resonances, which can
be other microscopic coherent two-level systems or geo-
metrical resonances in the device. The crossover frequency

of the 1=f and f curves is !c % 2!* 2:6 GHz, which
formally corresponds to the temperature Tc % #h!c=k %
120 mK.

We argue that in our device, the relaxation cannot be
explained by coupling to electromagnetic environment
through electrical leads of the gates and the readout circuit.
The fact that the qubit relaxation is much stronger than
excitation indicates that the relaxation is induced neither
by radiation from hot environment nor by power dissipated
in the measurement SET. For spontaneous emission to the
environment, the lead impedance needed to explain "1 is
estimated. The control-gate-to-box capacitance Ccg %
1 aF gives coupling strength %g % Ccg=Cb " 2* 10&3.
Other leads have direct capacitances to the box smaller
than 0.3 aF. Even for the indirect coupling to the box
through the trap, the strongest coupling factor is %g "
CrgCbt=CbCt " 5* 10&3 to the readout gate (readout-
gate-to-trap capacitance Crg " 10 aF). The lead imped-
ance required to explain "1 is R=%2

g + 105 $ and much
higher than the typical value of +100 $. Also, "1 cannot
be explained by absorption on the SET. To check experi-
mentally the effect of the SET noise, we compare in
Fig. 2(a) "1 obtained with SET biased at the JQP peak
(closed circles) and in the blockade regime (open squares;
SET current switches on only when charge is trapped).
Independence of "1 of bias conditions proves that the SET
noise is not dominant in the qubit relaxation.

The observed E2
J dependence shows that the dominant

noise is coupled to the charge degree of freedom. However,
with the discussions in the previous paragraph, we exclude
a possible contribution of the coupling to the electromag-
netic environment through the leads. On the other hand,
dephasing of our qubit is well explained by the 1=f noise
produced by charge fluctuators. In standard models of the
1=f noise, the fluctuators are characterized by activation
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FIG. 4. (a) Noise SU= #h2 derived from "1 & q dependences of
the sample I (closed circles) and sample II (open circles). Open
triangles show "1 dependences of sample II at the degeneracy
point. A dash-dotted line represents a linear rise #4e2=!$R #h!= #h2

(f noise) with R % 6 $. A dashed line is the 1=f noise from
Eq. (3) with " " #1:3* 10&3e$2 derived from "2 measurements.
(b) A schematic representation of the classical SCU#!$ and
quantum SQU#!$ noise behavior. At frequencies !< kT= #h,
SQU#!$ " SCU#!$ and behaves like a 1=f noise. At frequencies
j!j> kT= #h, SQU#!$> SCU#!$ and the quantum noise is propor-
tional to !.
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We study decoherence of the Josephson charge qubit by measuring energy relaxation and dephasing
with help of the single-shot readout. We found that the dominant energy relaxation process is a
spontaneous emission induced by quantum noise coupled to the charge degree of freedom. Spectral
density of the noise at high frequencies is roughly proportional to the qubit excitation energy.
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Artificial two-level systems attract interest of research-
ers because such systems are believed to be used as quan-
tum bits (qubits)—basic elements for quantum computers.
Recently much progress has been achieved in experiments
on the Josephson qubits [1–8]. All these experiments have
shown that qubits are affected by decoherence which be-
comes a key issue of research.

Decoherence of small Josephson circuits has been
studied in a number of theoretical papers (see, for example,
Refs. [9,10]). Recently, decoherence of Josephson charge
qubits has been investigated experimentally for some spe-
cial cases. For instance, in charge echo experiments, de-
phasing of the Josephson charge qubit has been
characterized under a bias condition far from the charge
degeneracy point [11]. Also, relaxation rate of charge
qubits off the degeneracy point has been measured
[6,12]. Dephasing and energy relaxation were studied in
a qubit with the charging-to-Josephson-energy ratio about
unity, for which charge noise may also be important [2,13].
However, to understand the origin of the decoherence, a
systematic study of the qubits is of great importance.

In this work, we measure and analyze the qubit energy
relaxation rate in a wide range of parameters. In other
words, we use the qubit as a spectrum analyzer to study
the noise of the environment [14,15]. We found that the
quantum noise is an asymmetric charge noise, which
causes energy relaxation with approximately linear fre-
quency dependence (f noise). We also measure dephasing
rate of the qubit and found that it is consistent with an
assumption that it is caused by the 1=f noise.

The device schematically shown in Fig. 1(a) (identical to
that described in Ref. [16]) consists of a qubit and a readout
part. The qubit is a Cooper-pair box [1] (an island with area
of 40! 800 nm2) connected to a reservoir through a tunnel
junction of SQUID geometry with Josephson energy EJ
controlled by external magnetic field. The readout part
contains a charge trap island and an electrometer—a single
electron transistor (SET). The trap is connected to the box
through a highly resistive tunnel junction. To measure the
box charge state, the trap is biased by a readout pulse
applied to the readout gate, so that if the box is in the

excited state, an extra Cooper-pair charge tunnels into the
trap in a sequential two-quasiparticle process and then
detected by the SET. Note that the quantum states are not
much decohered by the measurement circuit until the read-
out pulse is applied, as the SET is effectively decoupled
from the qubit by serial capacitive dividers. Mutual and
self-capacitances of the islands are designated by Cij and
Ci, where i and j are characters b, t, and s, denoting the
box, trap, and SET islands, respectively. We have measured
values of these capacitances (Cb " 600 aF, Ct " Cs "
1000 aF, Cbt " 30 aF, Cst " 100 aF) and also gate ca-
pacitances to their nearest islands. Other stray capacitances
between the box and remote elements [between the box
and each existing lead including the SET island and the
ones not drawn in Fig. 1(a)] are calculated to be less than
0.3 aF. Electric field of those elements is strongly screened
by the 100 nm thick Au ground plane beneath the 400 nm
thick Si3N4 insulating layer. The box charging energy is
EC " e2=2Cb # 130 ! eV (EC=h # 32 GHz). The reser-
voir is a big island galvanically isolated from electrical
leads and has capacitance of about 0.1 nF to the ground
plane. The SET with 200-k! junction resistances is usually
biased at the Josephson quasiparticle cycle peak [17] with
the maximum current of about 100 pA.

In the charge basis j0i and j1i (without and with an extra
Cooper pair in the box), the Hamiltonian of the box can be
written as
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic device representation. (b) State manipu-
lation diagram for measurements of the qubit relaxation rate. The
inset shows operation pulse sequence.
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!E ! EJ, Eq. (2) can be rewritten in the form "1 "
!SU#! " U= #h$#EJ=U$2=#2 #h2$. The experimentally mea-
sured "1 at !E=h % 100 GHz (open circles in Fig. 3) has
clear E2

J dependence (dashed curve). This confirms the
dominant contribution of charge fluctuations. Moreover,
it indicates that this relaxation process is Cooper-pair
tunneling rather than sequential tunneling of two quasi-
particles. At the degeneracy point, "1 % !SU#! %
EJ= #h$=2 #h2 (open triangles in Fig. 3) directly reproduces
frequency dependence of SU#!$.

It is known that one of the main low-frequency noises in
nanoscale charge devices is the 1=f noise produced by a
bath of charge fluctuators. The spectral density of the
charge fluctuations defined for negative and positive fre-
quencies is given by

Sq#!$ % "
2j!j : (3)

The parameter " has been found in a number of experi-
ments to be typically of order of #10&3e$2 [11,19–21]. It
was also shown in charge echo experiments that the 1=f
noise reasonably explains dephasing of the charge qubit
[11].

Under an assumption of the Gaussian noise produced by
many fluctuators weakly coupled to the qubit, the coherent
oscillations dephase as exp'&’#t$(, as the random phase

’#t$ " cos2#
#h2

Z 1

!0

SU#!$
!
2 sin#!t=2$

!

"
2
d! (4)

is accumulated from the low-frequency component of
SU#!$ (j!j ) 2!=t), where SU#!$ % #4EC=e$2Sq#!$.
The phase decoherence time T2 % "&1

2 is defined as
’#T2$ % 1. From the experimentally observed decay of
coherent oscillations, "2 is obtained for various q in sample
I [Fig. 2(a)]. Assuming the 1=f noise spectrum of Eq. (3),
we obtain the parameter " % '$ #he"2=#Ec cos#$(2 "
#1:3* 10&3e$2, where $ is a numeric coefficient weakly
dependent on the lower cutoff frequency !0 [22].

Figure 4(a) summarizes reduced noise spectra SU= #h2 %
2"1=#!sin2#$ derived from "1 measurements. SU= #h2 de-
rived from "1 & q dependences in sample I is plotted by
closed circles, while SU= #h2 for sample II with different EJ
is plotted by open circles. In addition, SU= #h2 % 2"1=!
measured at the degeneracy point of sample II is plotted by
open triangles. We also show SU= #h2 for the 1=f noise
[Eq. (3)] with " % #1:3* 10&3e$2 by the dashed line.
The data exhibits rise with increasing !. The dash-dotted
line exemplifies linear dependence (as in the case of Ohmic
environment), which we present in the form of
#4e2=!$R #h!= #h2 with R % 6 $. The actual rise of the
experimental data is not monotonic but has some reso-
nancelike peaks, for instance, at 7 and 30 GHz. This
probably reflects coupling to some resonances, which can
be other microscopic coherent two-level systems or geo-
metrical resonances in the device. The crossover frequency

of the 1=f and f curves is !c % 2!* 2:6 GHz, which
formally corresponds to the temperature Tc % #h!c=k %
120 mK.

We argue that in our device, the relaxation cannot be
explained by coupling to electromagnetic environment
through electrical leads of the gates and the readout circuit.
The fact that the qubit relaxation is much stronger than
excitation indicates that the relaxation is induced neither
by radiation from hot environment nor by power dissipated
in the measurement SET. For spontaneous emission to the
environment, the lead impedance needed to explain "1 is
estimated. The control-gate-to-box capacitance Ccg %
1 aF gives coupling strength %g % Ccg=Cb " 2* 10&3.
Other leads have direct capacitances to the box smaller
than 0.3 aF. Even for the indirect coupling to the box
through the trap, the strongest coupling factor is %g "
CrgCbt=CbCt " 5* 10&3 to the readout gate (readout-
gate-to-trap capacitance Crg " 10 aF). The lead imped-
ance required to explain "1 is R=%2

g + 105 $ and much
higher than the typical value of +100 $. Also, "1 cannot
be explained by absorption on the SET. To check experi-
mentally the effect of the SET noise, we compare in
Fig. 2(a) "1 obtained with SET biased at the JQP peak
(closed circles) and in the blockade regime (open squares;
SET current switches on only when charge is trapped).
Independence of "1 of bias conditions proves that the SET
noise is not dominant in the qubit relaxation.

The observed E2
J dependence shows that the dominant

noise is coupled to the charge degree of freedom. However,
with the discussions in the previous paragraph, we exclude
a possible contribution of the coupling to the electromag-
netic environment through the leads. On the other hand,
dephasing of our qubit is well explained by the 1=f noise
produced by charge fluctuators. In standard models of the
1=f noise, the fluctuators are characterized by activation
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FIG. 4. (a) Noise SU= #h2 derived from "1 & q dependences of
the sample I (closed circles) and sample II (open circles). Open
triangles show "1 dependences of sample II at the degeneracy
point. A dash-dotted line represents a linear rise #4e2=!$R #h!= #h2

(f noise) with R % 6 $. A dashed line is the 1=f noise from
Eq. (3) with " " #1:3* 10&3e$2 derived from "2 measurements.
(b) A schematic representation of the classical SCU#!$ and
quantum SQU#!$ noise behavior. At frequencies !< kT= #h,
SQU#!$ " SCU#!$ and behaves like a 1=f noise. At frequencies
j!j> kT= #h, SQU#!$> SCU#!$ and the quantum noise is propor-
tional to !.
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We study decoherence of the Josephson charge qubit by measuring energy relaxation and dephasing
with help of the single-shot readout. We found that the dominant energy relaxation process is a
spontaneous emission induced by quantum noise coupled to the charge degree of freedom. Spectral
density of the noise at high frequencies is roughly proportional to the qubit excitation energy.
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Artificial two-level systems attract interest of research-
ers because such systems are believed to be used as quan-
tum bits (qubits)—basic elements for quantum computers.
Recently much progress has been achieved in experiments
on the Josephson qubits [1–8]. All these experiments have
shown that qubits are affected by decoherence which be-
comes a key issue of research.

Decoherence of small Josephson circuits has been
studied in a number of theoretical papers (see, for example,
Refs. [9,10]). Recently, decoherence of Josephson charge
qubits has been investigated experimentally for some spe-
cial cases. For instance, in charge echo experiments, de-
phasing of the Josephson charge qubit has been
characterized under a bias condition far from the charge
degeneracy point [11]. Also, relaxation rate of charge
qubits off the degeneracy point has been measured
[6,12]. Dephasing and energy relaxation were studied in
a qubit with the charging-to-Josephson-energy ratio about
unity, for which charge noise may also be important [2,13].
However, to understand the origin of the decoherence, a
systematic study of the qubits is of great importance.

In this work, we measure and analyze the qubit energy
relaxation rate in a wide range of parameters. In other
words, we use the qubit as a spectrum analyzer to study
the noise of the environment [14,15]. We found that the
quantum noise is an asymmetric charge noise, which
causes energy relaxation with approximately linear fre-
quency dependence (f noise). We also measure dephasing
rate of the qubit and found that it is consistent with an
assumption that it is caused by the 1=f noise.

The device schematically shown in Fig. 1(a) (identical to
that described in Ref. [16]) consists of a qubit and a readout
part. The qubit is a Cooper-pair box [1] (an island with area
of 40! 800 nm2) connected to a reservoir through a tunnel
junction of SQUID geometry with Josephson energy EJ
controlled by external magnetic field. The readout part
contains a charge trap island and an electrometer—a single
electron transistor (SET). The trap is connected to the box
through a highly resistive tunnel junction. To measure the
box charge state, the trap is biased by a readout pulse
applied to the readout gate, so that if the box is in the

excited state, an extra Cooper-pair charge tunnels into the
trap in a sequential two-quasiparticle process and then
detected by the SET. Note that the quantum states are not
much decohered by the measurement circuit until the read-
out pulse is applied, as the SET is effectively decoupled
from the qubit by serial capacitive dividers. Mutual and
self-capacitances of the islands are designated by Cij and
Ci, where i and j are characters b, t, and s, denoting the
box, trap, and SET islands, respectively. We have measured
values of these capacitances (Cb " 600 aF, Ct " Cs "
1000 aF, Cbt " 30 aF, Cst " 100 aF) and also gate ca-
pacitances to their nearest islands. Other stray capacitances
between the box and remote elements [between the box
and each existing lead including the SET island and the
ones not drawn in Fig. 1(a)] are calculated to be less than
0.3 aF. Electric field of those elements is strongly screened
by the 100 nm thick Au ground plane beneath the 400 nm
thick Si3N4 insulating layer. The box charging energy is
EC " e2=2Cb # 130 ! eV (EC=h # 32 GHz). The reser-
voir is a big island galvanically isolated from electrical
leads and has capacitance of about 0.1 nF to the ground
plane. The SET with 200-k! junction resistances is usually
biased at the Josephson quasiparticle cycle peak [17] with
the maximum current of about 100 pA.

In the charge basis j0i and j1i (without and with an extra
Cooper pair in the box), the Hamiltonian of the box can be
written as
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic device representation. (b) State manipu-
lation diagram for measurements of the qubit relaxation rate. The
inset shows operation pulse sequence.
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!E ! EJ, Eq. (2) can be rewritten in the form "1 "
!SU#! " U= #h$#EJ=U$2=#2 #h2$. The experimentally mea-
sured "1 at !E=h % 100 GHz (open circles in Fig. 3) has
clear E2

J dependence (dashed curve). This confirms the
dominant contribution of charge fluctuations. Moreover,
it indicates that this relaxation process is Cooper-pair
tunneling rather than sequential tunneling of two quasi-
particles. At the degeneracy point, "1 % !SU#! %
EJ= #h$=2 #h2 (open triangles in Fig. 3) directly reproduces
frequency dependence of SU#!$.

It is known that one of the main low-frequency noises in
nanoscale charge devices is the 1=f noise produced by a
bath of charge fluctuators. The spectral density of the
charge fluctuations defined for negative and positive fre-
quencies is given by

Sq#!$ % "
2j!j : (3)

The parameter " has been found in a number of experi-
ments to be typically of order of #10&3e$2 [11,19–21]. It
was also shown in charge echo experiments that the 1=f
noise reasonably explains dephasing of the charge qubit
[11].

Under an assumption of the Gaussian noise produced by
many fluctuators weakly coupled to the qubit, the coherent
oscillations dephase as exp'&’#t$(, as the random phase

’#t$ " cos2#
#h2

Z 1

!0

SU#!$
!
2 sin#!t=2$

!

"
2
d! (4)

is accumulated from the low-frequency component of
SU#!$ (j!j ) 2!=t), where SU#!$ % #4EC=e$2Sq#!$.
The phase decoherence time T2 % "&1

2 is defined as
’#T2$ % 1. From the experimentally observed decay of
coherent oscillations, "2 is obtained for various q in sample
I [Fig. 2(a)]. Assuming the 1=f noise spectrum of Eq. (3),
we obtain the parameter " % '$ #he"2=#Ec cos#$(2 "
#1:3* 10&3e$2, where $ is a numeric coefficient weakly
dependent on the lower cutoff frequency !0 [22].

Figure 4(a) summarizes reduced noise spectra SU= #h2 %
2"1=#!sin2#$ derived from "1 measurements. SU= #h2 de-
rived from "1 & q dependences in sample I is plotted by
closed circles, while SU= #h2 for sample II with different EJ
is plotted by open circles. In addition, SU= #h2 % 2"1=!
measured at the degeneracy point of sample II is plotted by
open triangles. We also show SU= #h2 for the 1=f noise
[Eq. (3)] with " % #1:3* 10&3e$2 by the dashed line.
The data exhibits rise with increasing !. The dash-dotted
line exemplifies linear dependence (as in the case of Ohmic
environment), which we present in the form of
#4e2=!$R #h!= #h2 with R % 6 $. The actual rise of the
experimental data is not monotonic but has some reso-
nancelike peaks, for instance, at 7 and 30 GHz. This
probably reflects coupling to some resonances, which can
be other microscopic coherent two-level systems or geo-
metrical resonances in the device. The crossover frequency

of the 1=f and f curves is !c % 2!* 2:6 GHz, which
formally corresponds to the temperature Tc % #h!c=k %
120 mK.

We argue that in our device, the relaxation cannot be
explained by coupling to electromagnetic environment
through electrical leads of the gates and the readout circuit.
The fact that the qubit relaxation is much stronger than
excitation indicates that the relaxation is induced neither
by radiation from hot environment nor by power dissipated
in the measurement SET. For spontaneous emission to the
environment, the lead impedance needed to explain "1 is
estimated. The control-gate-to-box capacitance Ccg %
1 aF gives coupling strength %g % Ccg=Cb " 2* 10&3.
Other leads have direct capacitances to the box smaller
than 0.3 aF. Even for the indirect coupling to the box
through the trap, the strongest coupling factor is %g "
CrgCbt=CbCt " 5* 10&3 to the readout gate (readout-
gate-to-trap capacitance Crg " 10 aF). The lead imped-
ance required to explain "1 is R=%2

g + 105 $ and much
higher than the typical value of +100 $. Also, "1 cannot
be explained by absorption on the SET. To check experi-
mentally the effect of the SET noise, we compare in
Fig. 2(a) "1 obtained with SET biased at the JQP peak
(closed circles) and in the blockade regime (open squares;
SET current switches on only when charge is trapped).
Independence of "1 of bias conditions proves that the SET
noise is not dominant in the qubit relaxation.

The observed E2
J dependence shows that the dominant

noise is coupled to the charge degree of freedom. However,
with the discussions in the previous paragraph, we exclude
a possible contribution of the coupling to the electromag-
netic environment through the leads. On the other hand,
dephasing of our qubit is well explained by the 1=f noise
produced by charge fluctuators. In standard models of the
1=f noise, the fluctuators are characterized by activation
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FIG. 4. (a) Noise SU= #h2 derived from "1 & q dependences of
the sample I (closed circles) and sample II (open circles). Open
triangles show "1 dependences of sample II at the degeneracy
point. A dash-dotted line represents a linear rise #4e2=!$R #h!= #h2

(f noise) with R % 6 $. A dashed line is the 1=f noise from
Eq. (3) with " " #1:3* 10&3e$2 derived from "2 measurements.
(b) A schematic representation of the classical SCU#!$ and
quantum SQU#!$ noise behavior. At frequencies !< kT= #h,
SQU#!$ " SCU#!$ and behaves like a 1=f noise. At frequencies
j!j> kT= #h, SQU#!$> SCU#!$ and the quantum noise is propor-
tional to !.
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We study decoherence of the Josephson charge qubit by measuring energy relaxation and dephasing
with help of the single-shot readout. We found that the dominant energy relaxation process is a
spontaneous emission induced by quantum noise coupled to the charge degree of freedom. Spectral
density of the noise at high frequencies is roughly proportional to the qubit excitation energy.
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Artificial two-level systems attract interest of research-
ers because such systems are believed to be used as quan-
tum bits (qubits)—basic elements for quantum computers.
Recently much progress has been achieved in experiments
on the Josephson qubits [1–8]. All these experiments have
shown that qubits are affected by decoherence which be-
comes a key issue of research.

Decoherence of small Josephson circuits has been
studied in a number of theoretical papers (see, for example,
Refs. [9,10]). Recently, decoherence of Josephson charge
qubits has been investigated experimentally for some spe-
cial cases. For instance, in charge echo experiments, de-
phasing of the Josephson charge qubit has been
characterized under a bias condition far from the charge
degeneracy point [11]. Also, relaxation rate of charge
qubits off the degeneracy point has been measured
[6,12]. Dephasing and energy relaxation were studied in
a qubit with the charging-to-Josephson-energy ratio about
unity, for which charge noise may also be important [2,13].
However, to understand the origin of the decoherence, a
systematic study of the qubits is of great importance.

In this work, we measure and analyze the qubit energy
relaxation rate in a wide range of parameters. In other
words, we use the qubit as a spectrum analyzer to study
the noise of the environment [14,15]. We found that the
quantum noise is an asymmetric charge noise, which
causes energy relaxation with approximately linear fre-
quency dependence (f noise). We also measure dephasing
rate of the qubit and found that it is consistent with an
assumption that it is caused by the 1=f noise.

The device schematically shown in Fig. 1(a) (identical to
that described in Ref. [16]) consists of a qubit and a readout
part. The qubit is a Cooper-pair box [1] (an island with area
of 40! 800 nm2) connected to a reservoir through a tunnel
junction of SQUID geometry with Josephson energy EJ
controlled by external magnetic field. The readout part
contains a charge trap island and an electrometer—a single
electron transistor (SET). The trap is connected to the box
through a highly resistive tunnel junction. To measure the
box charge state, the trap is biased by a readout pulse
applied to the readout gate, so that if the box is in the

excited state, an extra Cooper-pair charge tunnels into the
trap in a sequential two-quasiparticle process and then
detected by the SET. Note that the quantum states are not
much decohered by the measurement circuit until the read-
out pulse is applied, as the SET is effectively decoupled
from the qubit by serial capacitive dividers. Mutual and
self-capacitances of the islands are designated by Cij and
Ci, where i and j are characters b, t, and s, denoting the
box, trap, and SET islands, respectively. We have measured
values of these capacitances (Cb " 600 aF, Ct " Cs "
1000 aF, Cbt " 30 aF, Cst " 100 aF) and also gate ca-
pacitances to their nearest islands. Other stray capacitances
between the box and remote elements [between the box
and each existing lead including the SET island and the
ones not drawn in Fig. 1(a)] are calculated to be less than
0.3 aF. Electric field of those elements is strongly screened
by the 100 nm thick Au ground plane beneath the 400 nm
thick Si3N4 insulating layer. The box charging energy is
EC " e2=2Cb # 130 ! eV (EC=h # 32 GHz). The reser-
voir is a big island galvanically isolated from electrical
leads and has capacitance of about 0.1 nF to the ground
plane. The SET with 200-k! junction resistances is usually
biased at the Josephson quasiparticle cycle peak [17] with
the maximum current of about 100 pA.

In the charge basis j0i and j1i (without and with an extra
Cooper pair in the box), the Hamiltonian of the box can be
written as
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic device representation. (b) State manipu-
lation diagram for measurements of the qubit relaxation rate. The
inset shows operation pulse sequence.
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Microscopic mechanism: trapping of charge by Kondo impurities within oxyde barriers
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For large detuning, g /!"1, expansion of Eq. (4) yields
the dispersive spectrum shown in Fig. 1(c). In this situation,
the eigenstates of the one excitation manifold take the form

[15]

!! ,0" # ! $g/!%!! ,0" + !" ,1" , $7%

!+ ,0" # !! ,0" + $g/!%!" ,1" . $8%

The corresponding decay rates are then simply given by

#! ,0 & $g/!%2$ + % , $9%

#+ ,0 & $ + $g/!%2% . $10%

More insight into the dispersive regime is gained by mak-

ing the unitary transformation

U = exp' g
!

$a&+ ! a†&!%( $11%

and expanding to second order in g (neglecting damping for
the moment) to obtain

UHU† ) ''(r +
g2

!
&z(a†a + '

2
') +

g2

!
(&z. $12%

As is clear from this expression, the atom transition is ac

Stark/Lamb shifted by $g2 /!%$n+1/2%. Alternatively, one
can interpret the ac Stark shift as a dispersive shift of the

cavity transition by &zg2 /!. In other words, the atom pulls

the cavity frequency by ±g2 /%!.

III. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION OF CAVITY QED

We now consider the proposed realization of cavity QED

using the superconducing circuits shown in Fig. 2. A 1D

transmission line resonator consisting of a full-wave section

of superconducting coplanar waveguide plays the role of the

cavity and a superconducting qubit plays the role of the

atom. A number of superconducting quantum circuits could

function as artificial atom, but for definiteness we focus here

on the Cooper-pair box [6,16–18].

A. Cavity: Coplanar stripline resonator

An important advantage of this approach is that the zero-

point energy is distributed over a very small effective volume

()10!5 cubic wavelengths) for our choice of a quasi-one-
dimensional transmission line “cavity.” As shown in Appen-

dix A, this leads to significant rms voltages Vrms
0 #*'(r /cL

between the center conductor and the adjacent ground plane

at the antinodal positions, where L is the resonator length and

c is the capacitance per unit length of the transmission line.

At a resonant frequency of 10 GHz $h* /kB#0.5 K% and for
a 10 +m gap between the center conductor and the adjacent

ground plane, Vrms#2 +V corresponding to electric fields

Erms#0.2 V/m, some 100 times larger than achieved in the
3D cavity described in Ref. [3]. Thus, this geometry might
also be useful for coupling to Rydberg atoms [19].

In addition to the small effective volume and the fact that

the on-chip realization of CQED shown in Fig. 2 can be

fabricated with existing lithographic techniques, a

transmission-line resonator geometry offers other practical

advantages over lumped LC circuits or current-biased large

Josephson junctions. The qubit can be placed within the cav-

ity formed by the transmission line to strongly suppress the

spontaneous emission, in contrast to a lumped LC circuit,

where without additional special filtering, radiation and para-

sitic resonances may be induced in the wiring [20]. Since the
resonant frequency of the transmission line is determined

primarily by a fixed geometry, its reproducibility and immu-

nity to 1/ f noise should be superior to Josephson junction

plasma oscillators. Finally, transmission-line resonances in

coplanar waveguides with Q#106 have already been dem-
onstrated [21,22], suggesting that the internal losses can be
very low. The optimal choice of the resonator Q in this ap-

proach is strongly dependent on the intrinsic decay rates of

superconducting qubits which, as described below, are pres-

ently unknown, but can be determined with the setup pro-

posed here. Here we assume the conservative case of an

overcoupled resonator with a Q#104, which is preferable for
the first experiments.

B. Artificial atom: The Cooper-pair box

Our choice of “atom,” the Cooper-pair box [6,16], is a
mesoscopic superconducting island. As shown in Fig. 3, the

FIG. 2. (Color online). Schematic layout and equivalent lumped
circuit representation of proposed implementation of cavity QED

using superconducting circuits. The 1D transmission line resonator

consists of a full-wave section of superconducting coplanar wave-

guide, which may be lithographically fabricated using conventional

optical lithography. A Cooper-pair box qubit is placed between the

superconducting lines and is capacitively coupled to the center trace

at a maximum of the voltage standing wave, yielding a strong elec-

tric dipole interaction between the qubit and a single photon in the

cavity. The box consists of two small $#100 nm,100 nm% Joseph-
son junctions, configured in a #1 +m loop to permit tuning of the

effective Josephson energy by an external flux -ext. Input and out-

put signals are coupled to the resonator, via the capacitive gaps in

the center line, from 50) transmission lines which allow measure-

ments of the amplitude and phase of the cavity transmission, and

the introduction of dc and rf pulses to manipulate the qubit states.

Multiple qubits (not shown) can be similarly placed at different
antinodes of the standing wave to generate entanglement and two-

bit quantum gates across distances of several millimeters.
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Observation of theVacuum Rabi Spectrum for One Trapped Atom
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The transmission spectrum for one atom strongly coupled to the field of a high finesse optical
resonator is observed to exhibit a clearly resolved vacuum Rabi splitting characteristic of the normal
modes in the eigenvalue spectrum of the atom-cavity system. A new Raman scheme for cooling atomic
motion along the cavity axis enables a complete spectrum to be recorded for an individual atom trapped
within the cavity mode, in contrast to all previous measurements in cavity QED that have required
averaging over 103 ! 105 atoms.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.93.233603 PACS numbers: 42.50.Pq, 03.67.–a, 32.80.Pj

A cornerstone of optical physics is the interaction of a
single atom with the electromagnetic field of a high
quality resonator. Of particular importance is the regime
of strong coupling, for which the frequency scale g asso-
ciated with reversible evolution for the atom-cavity sys-
tem exceeds the rates "!;"# for irreversible decay of atom
and cavity field, respectively [1]. In the domain of strong
coupling, a photon emitted by the atom into the cavity
mode is likely to be repeatedly absorbed and reemitted at
the single-quantum Rabi frequency 2g before being irre-
versibly lost into the environment. This oscillatory ex-
change of excitation between atom and cavity field results
from a normal-mode splitting in the eigenvalue spectrum
of the atom-cavity system [2–4], and has been dubbed the
vacuum Rabi splitting [3].

Strong coupling in cavity QED as evidenced by the
vacuum Rabi splitting provides enabling capabilities for
quantum information science, including for the imple-
mentation of scalable quantum computation [5,6], for the
realization of distributed quantum networks [7,8], and
more generally, for the study of open quantum systems
[9]. Against this backdrop, experiments in cavity QED
have made great strides over the past two decades to
achieve strong coupling [10]. The vacuum Rabi splitting
for single intracavity atoms has been observed with
atomic beams in both the optical [11–13] and microwave
regimes [14]. The combination of laser cooled atoms and
large coherent coupling has enabled the vacuum Rabi
spectrum to be obtained from transit signals produced
by single atoms [15]. A significant advance has been the
trapping of individual atoms in a regime of strong cou-
pling [16,17], with the vacuum Rabi splitting first evi-
denced for single trapped atoms in Ref. [16] and the entire
transmission spectra recorded in Ref. [18].

Without exception these prior single atom experiments
related to the vacuum Rabi splitting in cavity QED [11–
18] have required averaging over trials with many atoms
to obtain quantitative spectral information, even if indi-
vidual trials involved only single atoms (e.g., 105 atoms
were required to obtain a spectrum in Ref. [14] and >103

atoms were needed in Ref. [18]). By contrast, the imple-

mentation of complex algorithms in quantum information
science requires the capability for repeated manipulation
and measurement of an individual quantum system, as
has been spectacularly demonstrated with trapped ions
[19,20] and recently with Cooper pair boxes [21].

With this goal in mind, in this Letter we report mea-
surements of the spectral response of single atoms that
are trapped and strongly coupled to the field of a high
finesse optical resonator. By alternating intervals of probe
measurement and of atomic cooling, we record a complete
probe spectrum for one-and-the-same atom. The vacuum
Rabi splitting is thereby measured in a quantitative fash-
ion for each atom by way of a protocol that represents a
first step towards more complex tasks in quantum infor-

FIG. 1 (color online). A single atom is trapped inside an
optical cavity in the regime of strong coupling by way of an
intracavity FORT driven by the field EFORT. The transmission
spectrum T1"!p# for the atom-cavity system is obtained by
varying the frequency !p of the probe beam Ep and recording
the output with single-photon detectors. Cooling of the radial
atomic motion is accomplished with the transverse fields !4,
while axial cooling results from Raman transitions driven by
the fields EFORT, ERaman. An additional transverse field !3 acts
as a repumper during probe intervals.
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For large detuning, g /!"1, expansion of Eq. (4) yields
the dispersive spectrum shown in Fig. 1(c). In this situation,
the eigenstates of the one excitation manifold take the form

[15]

!! ,0" # ! $g/!%!! ,0" + !" ,1" , $7%

!+ ,0" # !! ,0" + $g/!%!" ,1" . $8%

The corresponding decay rates are then simply given by

#! ,0 & $g/!%2$ + % , $9%

#+ ,0 & $ + $g/!%2% . $10%

More insight into the dispersive regime is gained by mak-

ing the unitary transformation

U = exp' g
!

$a&+ ! a†&!%( $11%

and expanding to second order in g (neglecting damping for
the moment) to obtain

UHU† ) ''(r +
g2

!
&z(a†a + '

2
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!
(&z. $12%

As is clear from this expression, the atom transition is ac

Stark/Lamb shifted by $g2 /!%$n+1/2%. Alternatively, one
can interpret the ac Stark shift as a dispersive shift of the

cavity transition by &zg2 /!. In other words, the atom pulls

the cavity frequency by ±g2 /%!.

III. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION OF CAVITY QED

We now consider the proposed realization of cavity QED

using the superconducing circuits shown in Fig. 2. A 1D

transmission line resonator consisting of a full-wave section

of superconducting coplanar waveguide plays the role of the

cavity and a superconducting qubit plays the role of the

atom. A number of superconducting quantum circuits could

function as artificial atom, but for definiteness we focus here

on the Cooper-pair box [6,16–18].

A. Cavity: Coplanar stripline resonator

An important advantage of this approach is that the zero-

point energy is distributed over a very small effective volume

()10!5 cubic wavelengths) for our choice of a quasi-one-
dimensional transmission line “cavity.” As shown in Appen-

dix A, this leads to significant rms voltages Vrms
0 #*'(r /cL

between the center conductor and the adjacent ground plane

at the antinodal positions, where L is the resonator length and

c is the capacitance per unit length of the transmission line.

At a resonant frequency of 10 GHz $h* /kB#0.5 K% and for
a 10 +m gap between the center conductor and the adjacent

ground plane, Vrms#2 +V corresponding to electric fields

Erms#0.2 V/m, some 100 times larger than achieved in the
3D cavity described in Ref. [3]. Thus, this geometry might
also be useful for coupling to Rydberg atoms [19].

In addition to the small effective volume and the fact that

the on-chip realization of CQED shown in Fig. 2 can be

fabricated with existing lithographic techniques, a

transmission-line resonator geometry offers other practical

advantages over lumped LC circuits or current-biased large

Josephson junctions. The qubit can be placed within the cav-

ity formed by the transmission line to strongly suppress the

spontaneous emission, in contrast to a lumped LC circuit,

where without additional special filtering, radiation and para-

sitic resonances may be induced in the wiring [20]. Since the
resonant frequency of the transmission line is determined

primarily by a fixed geometry, its reproducibility and immu-

nity to 1/ f noise should be superior to Josephson junction

plasma oscillators. Finally, transmission-line resonances in

coplanar waveguides with Q#106 have already been dem-
onstrated [21,22], suggesting that the internal losses can be
very low. The optimal choice of the resonator Q in this ap-

proach is strongly dependent on the intrinsic decay rates of

superconducting qubits which, as described below, are pres-

ently unknown, but can be determined with the setup pro-

posed here. Here we assume the conservative case of an

overcoupled resonator with a Q#104, which is preferable for
the first experiments.

B. Artificial atom: The Cooper-pair box

Our choice of “atom,” the Cooper-pair box [6,16], is a
mesoscopic superconducting island. As shown in Fig. 3, the

FIG. 2. (Color online). Schematic layout and equivalent lumped
circuit representation of proposed implementation of cavity QED

using superconducting circuits. The 1D transmission line resonator

consists of a full-wave section of superconducting coplanar wave-

guide, which may be lithographically fabricated using conventional

optical lithography. A Cooper-pair box qubit is placed between the

superconducting lines and is capacitively coupled to the center trace

at a maximum of the voltage standing wave, yielding a strong elec-

tric dipole interaction between the qubit and a single photon in the

cavity. The box consists of two small $#100 nm,100 nm% Joseph-
son junctions, configured in a #1 +m loop to permit tuning of the

effective Josephson energy by an external flux -ext. Input and out-

put signals are coupled to the resonator, via the capacitive gaps in

the center line, from 50) transmission lines which allow measure-

ments of the amplitude and phase of the cavity transmission, and

the introduction of dc and rf pulses to manipulate the qubit states.

Multiple qubits (not shown) can be similarly placed at different
antinodes of the standing wave to generate entanglement and two-

bit quantum gates across distances of several millimeters.
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i(ϕ j+!ϕ j!)(t)#F j+, j![0, t]# |λ j+(t)$%λ j!(t)|
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Pointer states dynamics

|ψ0! =∑
j
c j |λ j!Evolution of

ϕ j(t) = !1
h̄

Z t

0
"λ j(τ)|H|λ j(τ)#dτ+

Z t

0
ℑ("λ̇ j(τ)|λ j(τ)#)dτ

Relative phase

Decoherence

F j+, j![0, t] = e!
γ
2

R t
0 |(λ j+!λ j!)(τ)|2dτ" eiγ

R t
0ℑ((λ#j!λ j+)(τ))dτ

Decoherence functional

Same form as the accumulated decoherence of a pair of driven coherent 
states !

Berry phase

V. Bonzom, H. Bouzidi and P. Degiovanni, EPJ D 47, 133 (2008)
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Cavity relaxation

Before jump
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m!
2
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n̄

Pointer states dynamics
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Cavity relaxation

Before jump

!m(!) =
m!
2
!

n̄

After jump

Phase of the coherent state

Pointer states dynamics
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Qubit dephasing

Before jump

(i!z). |"m(#)!= |""m("#)!

!m(!) =
m!
2
!

n̄

Random echoes
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Qubit dephasing

Before jump

(i!z). |"m(#)!= |""m("#)!

After jump
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Random echoes
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Qubit relaxation

Before jump

!m(!) =
m!
2
!

n̄

!!. |"m(#)"=
ei#m(#)
#

2
(|"m(#)"+ |"!m(!#)")

Branching (breaks pointer state 
dynamics)
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Qubit relaxation

Before jump

!m(!) =
m!
2
!

n̄

After jump

!!. |"m(#)"=
ei#m(#)
#

2
(|"m(#)"+ |"!m(!#)")

Branching (breaks pointer state 
dynamics)
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Quantum trajectories

Photon loss

Dephasing Relaxation

A typical quantum trajectory

t

!

What are the contributions of various 
branches to the Rabi oscillation signal ?
Only the extremal trajectories contribute!

Quantum stochastic trajectories



4!
!

n̄

g

!!1
!

4!"!

!
n̄

g
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Pointer state competition...

Revival time scale:

Dephasing time scale:

Number of dephasing jumps before revival:

n̄! (2g/!!)2For the motion of the phase is diffusive and the
Gea-Banacloche quasi pointer states are destroyed by qubit 
dephasing.

A strongly dephasing qubit imposes its own pointer states which are 
field Fock states.

Quantum stochastic trajectories



z =
4!
!

n̄
g

!
" n̄+

#1 + #$

2

"

! n̄

Dcav[ti, t f ] = exp
!

! n̄
Z t f

ti
(ei"#($)!1)d$

"
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Analytical formula for Rabi oscillations

m+

m!

Δθ

Decoherence associated with contributing 
trajectories in Fresnel plane

: Stimulated emission

DR[ti, t f ] = exp
!

!1

4

"Z t f

ti
(ei"#($)!2)d$

#$

!1/2 : Averaging effect

The relevant dimensionless number is 

z! 1 : no visible revival

D![ti, t f ] = e!"!(t f!ti)/2

!"/2 : Only no jump trajectories

Quantum stochastic trajectories
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Spontaneous revivals

(a) Cavity relaxation only

(b) Cavity and qubit relaxation

(c) Cavity relaxation and qubit 
dephasing

(d) All dissipation sources

Analytic results versus simulations for Circuit QED

t/tR tR = 2!/g

!Sz" 10 photons
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Conclusion

Main message
There is a general framework for treating decoherence (Feynman-
Vernon)...
But in many problems, simpler techniques are sufficient: Bloch-
Redfield equation and quantum trajectories!

If you want to know more
There is a deep connexion between « dissipative quantum 
mechanics » and « quantum impurity problems ».

Quantum dissipative systems, U. Weiss (World Scientific)

Weakly coupled systems do not require all this artillery... But 
nanomechanics does and ultrastrong coupling cQED may!

Stochastic trajectories for realistic modeling of experiments
J. Gambetta and H. Wiseman, J. Opt. B  7, S250 (2005)

Conclusion
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Conclusion

Another very important class of problems

Decoherence in many body physics!
Example: decoherence of electrons in a metallic conductor...
Main problem: the system cannot always be distinguished from the 
reservoir (indiscernability)!

Electronic transport in diffusive conductors.
Physique mésoscopique des électrons et des photons, 

E. Akkermans and G. Montambaux (EDP sciences)

Electronic transport in ballistic conductors (edge channels, 
nanotubes, quantum wires): quantum transport and electron 
quantum optics.

See old and more recent works...
Conclusion


